Valmont Intensive Treatment Spa Packages
Multiple Days Packages

BODY-SCULPTING GOLD PACKAGE by VALMONT
EUR 960
6x60 mins Peaks of Slimness + a complimentary Purity of
Bisses Body Scrub (45 mins)
Rediscover today the body of your dreams! With D.SOLUTION BOOSTER and C.
CURVE SHAPER, the Swiss cellular cosmetics expert redefines the slimming and
firming effectiveness! Thanks to exclusive high performance ingredients and
textures for which only Magicien du Temps holds the secret, no dimple, no curve
can stand up to this innovative duo.

BIOLOGICAL LIFTING PACKAGE – EUR 1100
5x90 mins Vitality of the Glaciers Collagen Facial + a
complimentary Purity of the Alps Facial (60 mins)
This 5 session treatment package ideally takes place in autumn and spring, twice
a year. The treatment is comparable to a biological face-lift with spectacular
results in terms of hydration, even skin tone, diminution of wrinkles and firming.
Immediate and long-lasting results from the Magician of Time.

Day Spa Packages

INITIATION TO VALMONT SKIN CARE (195 mins)
EUR 475
A mix of 4 treatments to discover the Valmont brand.
Body Exfoliation- Purity of Bisses (45 mins)
Nature Intense Hydration Ritual (60 mins)
Peaks of Slimness – Body Sculpting Massage (60 mins)
Hair Repair Scalp Massage (30 mins)
a complimentary light spa lunch

ESCAPE TO NATURE (180 mins) – EUR 415
Discover the most effective treatments nature has to offer.
Organic Amala products are used during the treatments in
this package.
Hot Stones Massage (60 mins)
Nature's Most Pure Facial (90 mins)
a complimentary Detoxifying Body Polish (30 mins)
a complimentary light spa lunch

RADIANCE & GLOW PACKAGE – EUR 540
3x55 mins Radiance Facial Treatment + a complimentary
1x45 mins Eye Lift Collagen Treatment
This is the perfect package to recover a radiant and glowing skin after a tiring
period or to get ready for a special occasion. Because the eyes are so precious
that they are the reflection of the soul and more than any other area betray age
and inner condition.

TIMELESS NATURAL LUXURY (165 mins) – EUR 355
A firming and rejuvenating package, using only the most
effective, results-oriented organic Amala products.
Detoxifying Massage with Algae Wrap (90 mins)
Rejuvenating Antioxidant Facial (60 mins)
a complimentary Amala Eye Lifting Treatment (15 mins)

SUMMER PROTECTION PACKAGE – EUR 480
3x60 mins Nature Intense Hydration Ritual + a complimentary
Hair Repair Scalp Massage (30 mins)
Because sun exposure is the most important cause of ageing, it is important to
protect the skin from the damages of UVA and UVB. The Nature Intense
Hydration Ritual is ideal after sun exposure and other environmental damage and
will result in a smooth, hydrated complexion.

ULTIMATE RELAXATION (130 mins) – EUR 300
Essential Aroma Oil Massage (60 mins)
Valmont Peaks of Firmness Facial (45 mins)
a complimentary Hydro Bath with Minerals (25 mins)

